


The current
landscape

People need good, accurate information to make effective decisions,
and journalists play an important role in raising awareness that can
empower people to make positive changes in their households or
even at the global level. 

Even though reports are few and far between, Filipino journalists
strive to make efforts in telling stories about climate change.
Jonathan de Santos, chairperson of the National Union of Journalists
of the Philippines (NUJP) noted that one of the best practices of
some news outlets in the country is focusing on communities and the
more easily observed effects of climate change and adaptation
efforts. De Santos works as an editor at Philstar.com.

But it is not the same for other newsrooms across the Philippines,
according to Jose Torres Jr., an editor from LiCAS News, who said
that stories about the environment only take center stage whenever
an intense weather disturbance is battering the country. 

 “Pag mayroong bagyo, kapag maraming namatay, doon lang
lumalabas ‘yung mga environmental stories kasi no choice. Karamihan
sa mga media establishments, hindi naiintindihan ung mga
environmental stories. Mga nagsusulat doon, actually hindi mga
environmental journalists - mga police beat reporters na nagcocover sa
mga namatay, political beat reporters na nagcocover ng reactions from
the politicians - and all over,” he pointed out.
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(Environmental stories are only reported when there’s a deadly
typhoon because then, there’s no choice but to report them. [The
problem is that] most of the media establishments don’t understand
environmental stories because journalists who cover weather
disturbances are usually police beat reporters who focus on the death
toll and political beat reporters who write about the reactions of
politicians.)
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Challenges in Climate
Reporting

A strong and consistent media coverage may enable policymakers
and the private sector to develop effective adaptation and mitigation
strategies. But according to Ryan Sorote, a journalist from DYWC
TeleRadyo in Negros Oriental, the lack of knowledge among news
editors and reporters on climate reporting is indeed an issue, “(This
includes) how to develop stories that have a high impact on people's
lives, and how local policies are crafted to protect and preserve the
environment,” he said.

Elmer Recuerdo, a reporter from the Daily Tribune, added that some
news outlets in the Philippines do not have a specific environment
section on their platforms.

“Climate-related stories have to compete with other stories for
space. The story has to be big, compelling, and engaging to be able
to merit space,” he said. 

Philstar.com is a digital news outlet that has a dedicated climate and
environment beat but the lack of human resources remains a
challenge.



"I am the only one in our newsroom who writes about the
environment and climate change. I cannot cover all developments
and issues about the two topics. Sometimes, I have to choose which
topics to prioritize,” said Gaea Cabico of Philstar.com. 

Ted Aldwin Ong, a freelance journalist at The Daily Guardian, also
noted that the inability of a local journalist to deepen reportage on
climate change is one of the challenges which makes it difficult to
report on climate change.

“Reporting climate issues requires an understanding of the science of
the climate and climate change. As a result, journalists lack the
necessary contextualization of issues; [They can be] too overwhelmed
with multi-theme coverage, compromising the time required to study
issues and conduct research. And most can’t even go beyond the
5Ws and 1H,” he lamented.
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Amplifying
community stories

According to Dr. Laurice Jamero, who leads the Resilience
Collaboratory at the Manila Observatory, the Philippines is at the
frontline when it comes to climate emergencies and yet, most
Filipinos are not concerned with what is really happening.

Dr. Laurice Jamero on the latest IPCC report as a wake-up call for immediate climate action
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Jamero lamented that their research on small islands in the
Philippines has made waves abroad but is little known to Filipinos.

“I wasn’t approached by anyone in the local newspaper, and instead, I
was approached by The Guardian, New York Times. There’s a lot of
international attention here in the Philippines because we are at the
frontlines, the world is looking at us. But we are not interested in our
own story which I think is quite sad,” she said.

Jamero is hoping that journalists and editors would take more time
to understand the different climate issues in the Philippines and write
more stories about them. “There is definitely an interest, there are a
lot of stories that we can tell in our own experiences that the world
can learn from,” she said.

For Atty. Tony La Viña, associate director at the Manila Observatory,
journalists can start by writing stories based on the effects of climate
on people and not just by measuring the environmental catastrophe. 

“[W]hat does it cause? It causes death, property damage, destruction
of lots of things in society, right? Therefore, you’ll have to specifically
mention [in your reports] that those natural destructions are all
caused by human activities,” he pondered.

Dr. Laurice Ramero presented her research on small islands in the Philippines
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La Viña also highlighted the need to report on the possible effects of
climate developments.

“Like, for example, if you want to have renewable energy, but if it’s not
done properly, it could be more expensive. Or if you close down coal
power plants, people will lose jobs unless you’re able to replace those
jobs,” he said. 

“Renewable energy, even if it’s clean energy, that’s not yet a pass for
environmental and human rights considerations. So better focus on
both positive and negative effects of climate action on people,” 
La Viña added.

When asked where journalists should take a stand, La Viña said, 
“It’s up to you what your values are or the starting point of your story
because if your story is about the disaster, it’s going to be about
protection. But journalists should be the ones pointing out that we
have to sacrifice the environment for development is a false
argument.”

Atty. La Viña talked about the need to report on possible effects of climate developments

 

 



Energy Reporting
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In 2020, Climate Tracker conducted research called Fuelling the Tiger
Cubs which looked into how Southeast Asia’s media was reporting
energy stories.

Data showed that most news outlets in the Philippines were
interested in hard news electricity stories, which made up more than
half (57%) of the total energy stories published in some online media
outlets. 

Researchers also found that the vast majority of energy stories were
told from a business frame.

For Elmer Recuerdo, this is probably the reason why renewable energy
(RE) stories are underreported, “Business reporters may not be very
keen on RE. RE as an industry is not big in the country. Local
initiatives on the ground, however, need good storytelling to get
printed since it has to compete for the editors' attention and space,”
he said.

Recuerdo added that writing RE stories is not also financially
rewarding for some journalists as it takes time and money to
produce. “One needs to have commitment and passion to do an RE
story. An RE story from the ground up needs time to develop, more
people to interview. [It is also] expensive to gather [news] (especially
if travel is involved). Provincial correspondents are paid on a per story
output and do not get subsidies from the newspaper,” he noted.

For Ted Aldwin Ong, RE stories are underreported because it’s a
technical topic. “RE is loaded with big concepts which require to be
broken down into bite-size pieces in order to break its socio-technical
character without oversimplifying facts,” he said.

https://climatetracker.org/wp-content/uploads/Philippines-National-Report-Englis-321.pdf


Hearing these challenges, Atty. Gia Ibay, head of WWF Philippines,
advised journalists to humanize renewable energy stories. For
example, highlighting how having a simple light bulb in a household
can be a big help for people to live a comfortable life is a story that
can resonate with the Filipino people. 
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“Humanizing energy is very hard. Even when I talk to people, energy
is around us - energy is neither created nor destroyed or may be
transformed,” she pointed out.

 “One of the things that we have to do is ask ourselves: ‘How can we
connect the right to a comfortable life to sustainability?’ And
sustainability not just in energy but in all aspects. That’s the bigger
goal. Something that even us grapple with,” she stressed. 

For Ibay, another way of reporting on RE issues is to focus on
policies. “I think we have to find a way to tell a story on the benefits of
RE policies and what will happen when policies are implemented
well… delve deeper into a specific policy and how the government
spends funds for RE. Where does it take effect, and how it will affect
me as an ordinary consumer,” she said. 

 

Atty. Gia Ibay discussed how Filipino journalists should report on Renewable Energy



The journalists and editors mentioned in this report are all part of a
Climate Tracker fellowship supported by Oxfam Pilipinas. Eight
newsrooms from across the Philippines are undergoing training to tell
dynamic climate stories. 

Learn more about them here.

Stories to
watch out for
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https://climatetracker.org/
https://philippines.oxfam.org/
https://climatetracker.org/introducing-re-energizing-climate-reporting-in-the-philippines-fellows/

